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Abstract

We create a discrete framework for modeling a two-part jointed truss-
crawling robot, known as a traverser. We then use our model to simulate
the robot and investigate solutions to different tasks.

1 Introduction

1.1 Motivation and High-Level Goals

Robotic construction and structural maintenance has been the subject of
much investigation [6, 2] as they can be dangerous for people. Performing
maintenance tasks on tall structures carries great risk to the people who
perform them, and construction done in places such as space or other
hazardous sites can be difficult if not impossible for humans to perform.
Furthermore, the loss of a robot is generally considered a much lower cost
than the loss of a person.

Creating a robotic system to perform these tasks, however, introduces
several difficulties. In order to construct large structures efficiently, multi-
ple robots are needed. Thus, robots must be able to work collaboratively
to perform a task. With large structures, the robot may not know the
entirety of the global environment and must be able to do productive work
knowing only its local environment. The system must be able to recover
from failure and tasks must be performed with a high degree of success. A
successful system must also be able to operate on a variety of structures
and environments.

In order to even begin addressing such a system, we limit the problem
of construction to that which operates on uniform trusses and nodes. Fig-
ures 1(a) and 1(b) represent two of such truss-node structures. Uniform
nodes and trusses simplify the problem so that robots must manipulate
only two kinds of parts. Note that in Fig. 1(a) there are robots, wheeled
and climbing, that are constructed out of the building materials. In Fig.
1(b), many robots climb on the structure. The latter, with robots travers-
ing a structure, is an example of that we will investigate.

1.2 Traverser Physical Testbed

The testbed we modeled with is a jointed two-part lattice-traversing robot,
henceforth called the traverser and is being developed at Cornell. The
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(a) A structure composed of nodes and
trusses, robots are comprised of the
same materials.

(b) Future application where many
robot traversers operate on a lattice
structure.

Figure 1: Robots operate on various lattice-shaped structures.

traverser consists of two identical parts, each capable of attaching and
detaching from a truss, moving along a truss and rotating 360 degrees
around a truss. In this manner, it is capable of traversing the entirety
of a connected truss structure through a series of basic moves: attach,
detach, move forward, and rotate.

(a) Chair configura-
tion of lattice.

(b) Node, connecters, and truss.

Figure 2: Nodes and trusses in various configurations, Cornell University.

2 Related Works

The Shady3D robot[7] is a truss crawling robot developed at MIT. It is
similar to the traverser in that it also consists of jointed parts. The robot
is the 3D extension of the Shady robot[4], a robot designed to travel along
windows and provide shade. The Skyworker robot[6] is a robot designed
at CMU for space work. The robot has wheels to loco mote along trusses.
A separate but attached arm device is used for environment interaction.
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(a) Cornell traversing robot

(b) Horizontal configuration of robot on
trusses.

(c) Angled configuration of robot on trusses.

Figure 3: Various physical configurations of the system.

The Factor Floor Testbed (FFT) [2] is a construction testbed that
consists of a series of tile robots. Unlike the traverser or the other similar
testbeds, the FFT robots are fixed to the ground each robot has an arm
capable of picking up nodes and trusses, and handing them to other robots.
As seen in Figure 4, the robot moves trusses and nodes to construct a
floor. Elevators are in place underneath the construction area, and are
raised once a floor is completed. Once the elevators are raised, the FFT
builds supports underneath the completed floor, lowers the elevators, and
constructs the next floor.

The most notable difference between robots that have been designed
for truss and node structures is whether or not they crawl the actual
structure. Those that crawl the structure have done so using different
methods.

3 Math and Programming Preliminaries

Our simulation code was written in Command and Control Language
(CCL). The language is an interpreted programming language that uses
a Guarded Command Programming (GCP)[1]. CCL is designed to han-
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Figure 4: In A, B, and C we see the Factor Floor Testbed robot constructing
a floor by moving trusses and nodes to the right location. In D, the floor is
complete and elevators raise the floor. In E, the robot builds the supports
beneath the completed floor. In F, the supports have been finished, and the
elevators are lowered.

dle any interleaving of concurrent processes, which translates well into
modeling multiple robots[3] .

Each program consists of a series of guarded statements. Each guarded
statement has the following form:

(Rate, Guard(s), Action(s))

The rate is the probability of the event happening in the next dt sec-
onds. Guards that are evaluated as true yield a set of possible next actions.
CCL also allows for program composition, which we define as any inter-
leaving of multiple processes. Programs can be composed together the
main program as follows:

program main() := program1() + program2();

Program composition is particularly useful for our simulation, as it
allowed us to run multiple agents, such as two traversers running concur-
rently. It also allowed for integration of different testbeds in the same sim-
ulation (which we used for simulating an integrated Factor Floor-traverser
testbed). Existing code and programs written in CCL were further reasons
we used the language for writing our simulation.

4 Objectives and Contributions

Our main objective was to develop algorithms for the traverser to com-
plete particular tasks and simulated these tasks. We planned for the basic
operations to require minimal sensing for lattice structure traversal. The
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basic operations were also designed to be discrete in nature to simplify
writing solutions for tasks and. Our design objectives also included com-
patibility with existing testbed simulation code, such as the CCL FFT
simulation code.

This thesis introduces the framework created for the traverser. We sim-
ulated the traverser and investigated efficient traversal and exploration of
a truss structure. We created an extension of this framework to augment
traverser functionality and investigate small-scale structural modification.
Lastly, we show how our framework and testbed can be complimentary
to other testbeds by integrating it with the FFT and demonstrating in
simulation a combined solution to the problem of disassembling a recon-
structing an entire structure.

5 Traverser Model

In our model, the traverser is modeled as two equivalent halves: back
and front. In our model, the traverser can only move forwards, but can
perform a logical reverse at any time. That it, it switches which truss is
designated as the front truss and which one is designated as the back. This
allows us to simplify the state transitions and state space. Actions are
performed until the local state of the traverser changes. For example, the
action move moves the traverser forward until an object is encountered.
If the traverser is blocked from behind, the traverser moves forward until
it has space to lower its back. Then, when lower is called, the traverser
lowers the back the back is attached to the truss.

B

F

B

F
B F

reverse

lower back

raise
front

A B

C

Figure 5: Traverser states independent of environment. State A has a raised
back and lowered front. State B has both front and back lowered. State C has
a front raised and back lowered.

There are three possible states for the traverser, independent of the
environment. As seen in Figure 5, in state A the back is raised and the
front lowered, in state B both front and back are lowered, and in state C
the front is raised and the back lowered. State A can go to state B by
lowering its back and can transition to state C by performing a logical
reverse. State B can transition to state C by raising its front. State C
can transition to state A by performing a logical reverse.
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5.1 Basic Guards(sensor and state sensing)

The following operations inform guards by returning information about
the state of the system in local coordinates. The areas in front or behind
the traverser can be either empty, truss, or blocked. Empty means that
there is space where the traverser could move. Truss means that there is
a truss in the area that could be attached to. Blocked means that there is
either an object that is not a truss or the truss the traverser is attached
to ends without another truss being present to attach to.

1. Check [backwards|forwards]. Checks the area in front or behind
it, returning OPEN, TRUSS, or BLOCKED.

2. FrontRaised. Checks if the front is in the raised position.

3. BackRaised. Checks if the back is in the raised position.

4. CheckOnTop. Checks if the traverser is on a Z truss or on the top of
a horizontal truss.

5. CheckOnBottom. Checks if the traverser is on a Z truss or on the
bottom of a horizontal truss.

5.2 Basic Actions

The traverser can perform the following operations:

1. Move. Moves the traverser forward

2. Raise. Raises the front part of the traverser. Can only be performed
when the back and front are down.

3. Lower. Lowers the back part of the traverser. Can only be performed
when the back is up and the area backwards is EMPTY.

4. Attach. Connects the front of the traverser to a truss in front of it.
Can only be done when the front is raised and the forward area is
truss.

5. Rotate [left|right]. Rotates the traverser left or right on the truss
it is attached to.

6. Reverse. Logically reverses the traverser, making front the new back
and back the new front. Does not require any physical operation.

These actions allow for the traversal of any arbitrary rectangular node
and truss structure, where trusses are at 90 degrees from each other.

These operations are discrete, with no additional actions taken until
the state of the system has changed (the traverser detects a change in the
area in front or behind it from the current state of either OPEN, TRUSS,
or BLOCKED.

5.3 Traverse Face Example

In order to traverse a square of four trusses and four nodes as in Figure
7 we need to have a program that can move forward. This can be done
using four simple guards and actions:
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Figure 6: State diagram in traverser local coordinates

Figure 7: Traverser traversing a four truss four node square in simulation.
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program traverseFace(id) := {

(rate (3*kglobal)) & (traverserCheckForward(id) = OPEN)

:{

traverserMoveForward(id)

};

(rate (3*kglobal)) & (traverserCheckBackward(id) = OPEN) & (traverserBackUp(id))

:{

traverserLowerBack(id)

};

(rate (3*kglobal)) & (!traverserFrontUp(id)) & (!traverserBackUp(id))

:{

traverserRaiseFront(id)

};

(rate (3*kglobal)) & (traverserFrontUp(id)) & (traverserCheckForward(id) = TRUSS)

:{

traverserSwitchTruss(id)

};

(rate (3*kglobal)) & (traverserCheckForward(id) = BLOCKED) :{

traverserReverse(id)

};

};

5.4 Assumptions

For the minimal implementation of our model, we assume that all of the
operations have a high and equal success of completion. This is contrary
to some of the data regarding the physical operations of the traverser. In
Figure 8 note that rotating the traverser about a horizontal truss (away
from the floor on a truss) has a significantly higher chance of failure.

We also assume that the traverser has sensors that have a high suc-
cess rate of returning the proper value. This is a particularly notable
assumption in assuming that the traverser is able to discern the difference
between a truss and another object forward or backward of it.

6 Traverse Algorithms

One use of the traverser is structure traversal. The ability to do this allows
the traverser to inspect the structure for faults as well as map previously
unknown structures. We explore several possible algorithms for traversing
the entire structure and investigate their advantages and disadvantages.

6.1 Random Traversal

One way we can traverse a structure is to simply move randomly around.
This can be accomplished by first creating a simple program that turns
the traverser randomly.

program rotateRandomly(id) := {
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Figure 8: Success rate of traverser operations.

Figure 9: Traverser exploring an entire structure.
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(rate (kglobal)) :{

traverserRotateLeft(id)

};

(rate (kglobal)) :{

traverserRotateLeft(id)

};

};

We can then compose this program with the previous TraverseFace

example

program main() := init() + traverseFace(0) + rotateRandomly(0);

to create a program that crawls the entire structure. This algorithm has
the advantage that it is simple and robust. Given any connected structure,
this algorithm will eventually explore the entire structure with probability
1, given infinite time. The algorithm, however, is very slow and if stopped
at any specific time there is no guarantee that it has explored the entire
structure.

6.2 Simple Spiraling

Another algorithm of structure traversal is simple spiraling. This method
uses a map of the expected structure, and explores each node on each
floor, then proceeds to the next floor. This method explores every node
in the fastest time possible. A missing truss in the planned path, however,
can lead to the program never completing.

We see in Figure 10(a) that when the truss has no missing trusses,
simple spiraling finishes much faster than random traversal. If we have
missing trusses, however, we can see in Figure 10(b) that simple spiral
may not finish, while random traversal always completely explores the
structure.

7 Construction and installing LEDs

After we investigated traversal, we investigated the possibility of the robot
modifying the actual structure. Instead of doing full structural modifica-
tions (such as moving trusses or nodes and constructing new parts of the
traversable structure), we decided to have the traverser do minor modifi-
cations.

7.1 Operations for Construction

In order to assist in construction, some additional operations are needed
for the traverser.

7.1.1 New Guards

1. Sees [object]. Checks to see if the object specified is available to
be picked up

2. Holding. Checks to see what object, if any, is being held.
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(a) time vs. structure explored with no missing trusses. (b) time vs. structure explored with missing trusses.
Simple spiral never finishes.

Figure 10: Random traversal and simple spiral traversal data.

7.1.2 New Actions

1. Pickup [object] picks up the specified object if it isn’t holding an
object and if there is one to pick up.

2. Drop. Places a held object where the traverser is.

7.2 Simulation

LED

(a) LEDs on bottom of struc-
ture.

(b) Traverser moving LEDs
up to top.

(c) Completed modifications
with LEDs now on top.

Figure 11: Traverser moves LEDs from bottom of tower to top.

With an extended model, we now simulate moving LEDs. This simula-
tion represents a robot installing light bulbs on the top of radio towers (a
currently human performed task with a high degree of danger). In Figure
11(a) the LEDs are at the bottom of the structure. The traverser goes to
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the bottom, picks up an LED, and moves it to one of the four towers at
the top (Figure 11(b)). At the end, all four LEDs are at the top (Figure
11(c).

8 Factory Floor-Traverser Integrated Model

8.1 Motivation

In order to show that the traverser can be a complimentary testbed for
other construction testbeds, we investigate the possibility of integrating it
with another testbed. Due to some physical limitations of both testbeds,
we felt the Factory Floor testbed, would be an ideal choice in simulating
a theoretical integrated testbed.

Napp [5] investigated the problem of deconstructing a truss node lat-
tice structure and reconstructing it in a different location using a series
of FFT robots. The structure under this investigation, however, was one
where the structure was uniform in components from top to bottom, con-
sisting of only trusses and nodes. If the structure is not uniform, the FFT
is unable to effectively reconstruct the structure, because components on
the top cannot be removed until components on the bottom have been
removed.

Our simulation in Figure 12(a) shows a situation where we have four
LEDs on the top of the structure. Once the FFT finishes deconstructing
the old structure and reconstructing the new structure, we see in Figure
12(c) that the LEDs have now ended up as part of the bottom floor.

8.2 Composition

We now compose both testbeds together, using the LED moving example
in Section 7 by adding the programs together as such:

program main() := init() + FactoryFloor() + moveLEDToTop(0);

As we see in Figure 13(a), the traverser is carried over to the new
structure by the FFT. Once there, it looks for LEDs, and as they arrive,
it moves them from the bottom to the top, eventually creating a structure
exactly the same as the original one in Figure 12(a).

8.3 Assumptions on Integration

In order for these two testbeds to be integrated physically, several as-
sumptions must be made. The most important is that the trusses and
nodes used in each testbed are the same. This is not the case and not
currently possible as the traverser testbed has geared trusses, as seen in
Figure 2(b), for guiding the gears along the truss, while the Factory floor
trusses are four sided with attached magnets, for attaching to the arm
and nodes. An integrated testbed also assumes that the FFT is capable
of moving a truss with a traverser on it. The two testbeds are currently
physically incompatible and so composition considered separately.
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(a) Factory floor initial posi-
tion.

(b) Factory floor moving
trusses and reconstructing
tower in new location.

(c) Factory floor finished constructing new
tower. LEDs on bottom floor trusses.

Figure 12: Factory floor moving a tower.

8.4 Discussion of Integration

Below the CCL program composition of testbeds, the C code of the two
testbeds also required integration. The simulation code base needed to be
shared and incorporate both testbeds, giving each testbed the ability to
see and interact with the other. To view, each testbed needed to be able
to communicate with the visualization classes. Due to the shared code,
naming choices also needed to be made to keep definitions consistent.
Appendix B lists more detail on the modifications required.

9 Conclusion and Future Work

The Cornell traverser is a useful testbed for exploring solutions in robotic
construction and structural maintenance. Our model provides a flexible
and powerful framework for developing programs to test the traverser’s
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(a) Traverser rides on truss to new
tower.

(b) Together, the FFT and traverser
build replica of first tower in new loca-
tion.

Figure 13: Factory floor moving a tower.

possible applications.
In the future, we hope to develop more simulations for other applica-

tions of the Factor Floor Testbed. We also hope to continue to extend
and improve the model functions. We hope to further investigate multi-
traverser functionality in the testbed and find ways for robots to better
collaborate in lattice construction and traversal.
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A CCL Code

SimpleSpiral Code:

program traverseSimpleSpiral(id) := {

count := 4;

currentPosition := traverserGetPositionNode(id);

traverserRotateToTop(id);

(count = 2) :{

traverserRotateToTop(id)

};

(count = 0) :{

traverserRotateLeft(id),

traverserReverse(id),

count := 5

};

(count = 2) & (traverserCheckForward(id) = BLOCKED) :{

exitCondition := true;

};

(rate (3*kglobal)) & (count != 0) & (traverserCheckForward(id) = OPEN) :{

traverserMoveForward(id),

drawField := true

};

(rate (3*kglobal)) & (traverserCheckBackward(id) = OPEN) & (traverserBackUp(id)) :{

traverserLowerBack(id),

drawField := true

};

(rate (3*kglobal)) & (!traverserFrontUp(id)) & (!traverserBackUp(id)) :{

traverserRaiseFront(id),

drawField := true

};

(rate (3*kglobal)) & (traverserFrontUp(id)) & (traverserCheckForward(id) = TRUSS) :{

traverserSwitchTruss(id),

drawField := true,

count := count - 1

};

};

moveLEDsToTop code:

program randomMoveLEDToTop(id) :=

{

(rate (3*kglobal)) & (traverserCarrying(id) = LED) & (!traverserIsOnTop(id)) :{

traverserRotateToTop(id),

drawField := true

};

(rate (3*kglobal)) & (traverserIsOnTop(id)) & (traverserCarrying(id) = LED) &
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(traverserCheckForward(id) = BLOCKED) & (!traverserSees(id, NODE)) &

(!traverserSees(id,LED)) :{

traverserDropObject(id),

drawField := true

};

(rate (3*kglobal)) & (traverserIsOnTop(id)) & (traverserCarrying(id) = LED) &

(traverserCheckForward(id) = BLOCKED) & (!traverserSees(id, NODE)) &

(traverserSees(id,LED)) :{

traverserReverse(id),

traverserRotateLeft(id),

traverserMoveForward(id),

drawField := true

};

(rate (3*kglobal)) & (traverserIsOnTop(id)) & (traverserCarrying(id) = LED) &

(traverserCheckForward(id) = BLOCKED) & (traverserSees(id, NODE)) :{

traverserRotateLeft(id),

drawField := true

};

(traverserSees(id, LED)) & (traverserCarrying(id) != LED) & (traverserSees(id,NODE)) :{

traverserGetObject(id, LED),

drawField := true

};

(rate (3*kglobal)) & (traverserCheckForward(id) = OPEN) :{

traverserMoveForward(id),

drawField := true

};

(rate (3*kglobal)) & (traverserCheckBackward(id) = OPEN) & (traverserBackUp(id)) :{

traverserLowerBack(id),

drawField := true

};

(rate (3*kglobal)) & (!traverserFrontUp(id)) & (!traverserBackUp(id)) :{

traverserRaiseFront(id),

drawField := true

};

(rate (3*kglobal)) & (traverserFrontUp(id)) & (traverserCheckForward(id) = TRUSS) :{

traverserSwitchTruss(id),

drawField := true

};

(rate (3*kglobal)) & (traverserCarrying(id) != LED) & (traverserCheckForward(id) = BLOCKED) :{

traverserReverse(id)

};

(rate (kglobal)) & (traverserCarrying(id) != LED) :{

traverserRotateLeft(id),

drawField := true

};

(rate (kglobal)) & (traverserCarrying(id) != LED) :{

traverserRotateRight(id),

drawField := true

};
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};

B C Code Reference Manual

Tower2 modified classes
Class Name Modification

ccl FFlib.cc’ and fflib.ccl added functions to interface new
and modified C functions with CCL

FFDefs added compiler definitions, such as
the traverser sensor return values
of OPEN, TRUSS, BLOCKED, and
TRAVERSER

FFMod Added functions to find if there
were objects such as LEDs attached
to a truss or node

FFRawMaterial Added an object field and a way
to access and change it. This was
how LEDs were added to the tower
structure.

FFSim added a list of traversers to the sim-
ulation, and a function to access
the traversers. Modified the func-
tions that interfaced with FFStruc-
ture (such as ModulesToStruct) to
also pass traverser and LED infor-
mation.

FFStructure Modified the tag, read, and write
system to save and read traverser
information when FFStruct deals
with files. modified functions that
interfaced with FFSim to also send
traverser and LED information.

draw modified the draw functions to also
draw the LEDs and traverser in the
openGL simulation
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